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A regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Turtle Run Community Development District was held on Monday, August 8, 2022, at 6:00 p.m. at Governmental Management Services, 5385 N. Nob Hill Rd., Sunrise, Florida 33351.
Present and constituting a quorum:
Skip Carney	Chairman (via telecommunication)
Lance Morgan	Vice Chairman
Chris Kapish	Assistant Secretary
Zaida Karnegis	Assistant Secretary
Michael Hohl	Assistant Secretary Also present were:
Julio Padilla Michael Pawelczyk Patrick Szozda Patrick Burgess Jonathan Geiger Lynn Kapish Hayley Kapish Patricia Morgan Arturo Villarreal Randy Trevino Shaun Kirkwood Daniel Perry
 Governmental Management Services District Counsel
GMS GMS
District Engineer Resident Resident Resident BrightView
BrightView
BrightView BrightView
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FIRST	R OF BUSINESS	Roll Call
Mr. Morgan called the meeting to order, and Mr. Padilla called the roll.


SECON	ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. Morgan led a moment of silence.
 Moment of Silence


THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Pledge of Allegiance
Mr. Morgan led the Pledge of Allegiance.
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FOU	OF	USINESS	Good News
Mr. Morgan: Good news, do we have any good news? Zaida? Ms. Karnegis: No.
Mr. Morgan: Mike?
Mr. Hohl: I drove by the cul-de-sac, the work that was done with the landscaping looks good, so nice job there.
Mr. Morgan: Ok, on 66th. They did clusias?
Mr. Hohl: Yes.
Mr. Morgan: Chris, do you have anything you would like to share?
Mr. Kapish: The unfortunate thing is it is not finished so we really should as we spoke at the last meeting, we should finish that up.
Mr. Morgan: Skip, do you have any good news you would like to share with us?
Mr. Carney: Some personal good news. I am up with my daughter working on the outside of her house in the rain. It doesn't sound like good news, but it is good news to me.
Mr. Morgan: Ok very good. The only thing I have is what Mike said at the cul-de sac at 66th Avenue that leads out to Turtle Run Boulevard, the new brick paver walkway went in. Pat handled that for us. It went in with existing pavers that we had on hand and the work was done by one of our vendors. I think it came out pretty nice. Then the clusia's went in on either side last week by BrightView. I have to say they did a very good job. The hedges are in straight rows. Thank you, Art. The material looks to be a nice material that went in there also so that is good. I don't have any complaints about it. I have a pretty good eye for those things, and it looks like pretty good work. What I would like to do if possible is skip a little bit down to the BrightView presentation so they can make a presentation to us so we can free them up. If we go down to number 9, BrightView introduction of Charles Gonzales, South Florida Vice President, and Daniel Perry, Regional Manager. Art is here too, all from BrightView for the renewal of the contract. Who wants to speak on that?
NINTH ORDER OF BUSIN	Presentations
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	BrightView Introduction of Charles Gonzales, S. FL VP and Daniel Perry, S. FL Regional Manager
	Turtle Run COD and BrightView Renewal Amendment
	Turtle Run COD - Turtle Run Park and BrightView Renewal Amendment



	Industrial Divers Corp, Inc. (IDC) Dive Coordinator, Alex Delgado via Zoom
	IDC Culvert Pipes Inspection Reports and Cleaning/Repair Proposal Mr. Daniel Perry: Dan Perry.

Mr. Morgan: Can you stand up Dan?
Mr. Perry: I would like to thank you guys for the tenure. We definitely appreciate the business. I know we have been at your property for numerous years and Art has done a great job keeping the relationship. Just looking at the renewal, I know speaking with Art we haven't had a price increase for a long time in this community. We have done some price concessions over the years. The market is really, our labor force has increased a little over 30%, our labor pool. CPI is currently at 9.18% an all-time high and our vendor pricing has gone up about 35% this year. We are looking for roughly about a 16% price increase over both contracts. We sent the amendments in a letter to you guys already. I don't know if you have a copy of those.
Mr. Padilla: Yes.
Mr. Perry: Ok. Along with the amendment letter would be the initial price increase, then annually we would be looking for a 5% price increase.
Mr. Morgan: Do you know precisely or exactly Mike when was our last increase from BrightView? Julio, do you have that information?
Mr. Szozda: It was 2017 and in 2018 it was amended. I think Patrick passed out those papers. I think it was amendment 6 and amendment 7 I believe it was.
Mr. Kapish: It was amended in 2018 because we had the park landscape that was raised a little bit and so was the common area landscape raised from $250,000 to
$276,000. So it went from $260,000 to $290,000.
Mr. Morgan: So our current budget is $290,000?
Mr. Perry: I would have to double check that, Lance. I thought it was $256,000.
Our contract is $256,000 and $13,000 for the park.

Mr. Morgan: The current contract was amended because didn't we take items out of the current contract like fertilization and pest control? Who are we using, Tropical?
Mr. Szozda: Yes, Tropical Pest.
Mr. Morgan: Ok so that is why it dropped down. Mr. Padilla: That is correct.
Mr. Morgan: So our current contract with you right now is $256,000 for the
community and then $13,000 something for the park.
Mr. Carney: I just want to rehash a couple of things. In 2020, September 11 there was a 7th amendment to the agreement when we added a full-time porter and we added
$23,000 to go from a part-time porter to a full-time porter which brought that rate from 40 hours a week up to $49,500. At that time in 2020 that was a 9% increase. I am not bringing that up to delete your increase today, what I am bringing up is the fact that Lance maybe you can chime in a little bit since we are paying $49,500 for a full-time porter, I don't think we have a full-time porter anymore, is that right Lance?
Mr. Morgan: I think he is there for 40 hours a week. I don't know what the definition of full-time is. I believe he is supposed to be there forty hours a week, right Skip?
Mr. Carney: Yes, that is correct. Forty hours working for Turtle Run. He works for Turtle Run but he is not working as a full-time porter for the Board or for the District. I think he is doing a lot of weeding and cutting grass and all the other stuff that falls under a different type of job description. Am I wrong in saying that?
Mr. Morgan: I don't know exactly. Maybe Art can articulate exactly what the porter does on a daily basis.
Mr. Villarreal : Santos leaves our office at six in the morning to about 2:30 or 3:00. He gets a paper every day. He weeds, sprays, and he kind of circles around emptying trash cans. There are days that we get a little backed up that does help us with the maintenance, but that is not every day. It is a couple of hours on a Thursday and that is pretty much it. He weeds. He sometimes helps with the lake bank or canals but that is very minimal. That is not all the time.
Mr. Morgan: What are the hours in Turtle Run?
Mr. Villarreal : He gets there at 7:00 a.m. to about 2:30 p.m. so he is working 8 hours, 5 days a week.
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Mr. Morgan: So, his travel time is included in his day of 8 hours.
Mr. Villarreal : Yes, we start paying him as soon as he leaves the yard till he gets back to the yard. That is pretty much 8 hours.
Mr. Morgan: I can talk about what I see that Santos does. First off, I tell Santos he is numero uno because he really works hard for us. Santos seems to have taken on like this is his property. He is out there. He has a great attitude. He is out there picking up garbage for us. He changes the garbage cans. He does whatever is needed to be done. He cleans the signs.
Mr. Carney: He is a great guy, no question.
Mr. Morgan: He cleans the lake bank signs, the lake signs, he cleans the flagpoles, he has this big, long pole thing that sticks up and he cleans the lighting in the medians, the new lights poles we put up and that type of stuff. I see him busy every day and I am in Turtle Run every day and I jog or walk every day. I see him doing a lot of stuff for us. He cleans up the canal banks where there is trash that gets into the canal banks. He blows the roundabout down. He maintains the park. This is every day. He goes around and picks up all the trash. I think he is a good investment for us. I don't know what Skip is getting to. I think that Skip and I have talked before a while back we saw him doing some routine maintenance items that seemed like he was edging or trimming bushes or something like that. I think to Skip's point is that he wants to make sure he is working for Turtle Run, not if you guys are missing from your trim crew or missing someone from your lawn service on a Thursday he is filling in and doing that job. I understand there might be some overlap there to make the property look good for the weekend because we mow every Thursday, but we don't want Santos necessarily all the time taking hours away from the other things that we think are important that are delineated in his description of what he should do every day. I think Art and I have had that discussion.
Mr. Villarreal : We will make sure that he focuses strictly on porter issues. He does help with the blower sometimes. We will cut him back off on that and make sure that he sticks to his role and stays in his lane if that makes sense.
Mr. Morgan: Well the thing is when he trimmed the bushes at the park recently, the palmettos or whatever they were inside the park by the playground, I understand if you have to fill that gap somewhere. Your trim crew is not going to be there for a week, and I
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need something done now if you have to do it, you have to do it, but we don't want him to be taking away ten hours a week from his main duties to supplement your manpower issues.
Mr. Villarreal : Understood.
Mr. Carney: The only person I see mowing the FP&L is Santos and the only person I see weeding the lakes is Santos. Just an FYI.
Mr. Villarreal : Ok, we will make sure that he doesn't do that anymore, but I don't know if you noticed that big machine that we allocate a person that comes there with a 100-inch mower, but we will make sure that Santos isn't the guy doing the weeding behind him.
Mr. Carney: Sounds good.
Mr. Morgan: I think he does a good job and I think Art is making it work for us. I am very happy with the way Turtle Run is looking now compared to six months ago and I think he is making the system work for us. Just be aware of that Art.
Mr. Villarreal: Ok. We are going to head in the direction of where he is just doing his duties. You guys don't have to micromanage us so we can do what you guys pay us to do and keep the property looking good. We always like it when you do walks and see something, we like that extra eye out there. That helps a lot so if you guys ever see anything that we missed, Pat has been really hands-on with that, and we really appreciate the help. It makes it more of a big team. At the end of the day, the property looks good. We get a lot of compliments from some of our customers from the north saying hey, who takes care of Turtle Run. So thank you very much.
Mr. Morgan: Art and I probably do a drive-by once a week. Pat and I get together and we do a drive-through about once a week. I am out in the community every day, so Art handles my phone calls, otherwise I call Pat. I am trying to put more things on Pat to go to Art about these issues but if any Board member sees something, Art you have your card, you can give it to any Board member, and they can call you directly if they see something that they want you to address and they will pass it onto Santos. I have Santo's personal cell number and I call him about things all the time. Anything else Skip?
Mr. Carney: No that is it, thank you.
Mr. Morgan: You wanted a 16% increase?
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Mr. Perry: Yes.
Mr. Morgan: Any discussion amongst the Board?
Mr. Hohl: I have a question. I understand where you are coming from with the need for a 16% increase given the current climate that we are in financially. Then you put a 5% CPI per year. What if the CPI is only 2%? The way it is written right now.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Can I address that real quick? We can't use this with all due respect. There are multiple errors in it, and it is wrong because there is no renewal to the agreement. The agreement still exists because it renews automatically on a yearly basis. That doesn't mean and we have discussed this that BrightView can't come for an increase like other contractors have done not just in this District but in all of our Districts due to the economic climate. That would be something that you could take out or it would have to be written to say 5% or CPI, whichever is lower.
Mr. Hohl: That was my point.
Mr. Pawelczyk: We would change that in the amendment. We wouldn't use either one of these. When I saw these, I requested from the manager, I said you need to send me what the current rates are. I sent those amendments on the 6th and 7th to him saying these was the last ones I saw but you need to tell me what the current rates are, and it really should be for all three agreements, the park, the main agreement, and the porter so we can make sure that we just put that in the amendment, so we have the current rates in the document and that the amendment is drafted appropriately. Really what I would ask you to do is if you want to accept the amendments, authorize me to draft the amendment under those parameters. The question I have is really for the Board to decide whether or not you want to include an automatic increase on an annual basis or make them come back on an annual basis and ask for it. That is up to you because you have never had that in your prior agreements and now you would be adding that into the agreement. That would be up to the Board to make that decision.
Mr. Hohl: As far as I am concerned, I would not feel comfortable having an automatic escalator in there. I think right now is a perfect example of how the economy is unprecedented. We don't know what next year is going to look like or the year after that. I think we should play it year by year like we have been and address the issues as they come.
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Mr. Morgan: I agree with you Mike and I thought that is how the previous, the last time they were here they came to the Board for a price increase, and they requested it. Skip was here at that meeting, and we discussed what we wanted to do but I think they need to come back every year. They could be hurting themselves by asking for a cost of-living index of 5% or things could escalate even more next year who knows. I would feel more comfortable as Mike said to have them come back here yearly. At least I get to see the management too and we can talk to them about any concerns that we have. To be honest, I have never met you two, Art is our main guy. Before Art it was Robert. At least we get to meet you guys. I know you have people that change, opportunities like it was for Robert, so it gives us a chance to get with you guys and you guys get to know us. Also, we get to express our concerns to the upper management of BrightView which we don't get to do very often. We complain to Art a lot, but we don't get to complain to you. I agree with you and that is the way I think we should direct Mike to prepare the contract or the agreement that they come back yearly and ask for what they need to ask for. The increase this year is what is the amount is again? I am talking about the dollar amount.
Mr. Carney: $36,464.
Ms. Karnegis: No, it says $42,494.
Mr. Carney: Oh yeah with the additional, sorry about that. Mr. Perry: $42,494.93 plus the $15,085.33 for the park.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Does the $42,494 include the porter? Mr. Perry: Yes.
Mr. Pawelczyk: That is what I thought. Mr. Kapish: How much is the park?
Mr. Perry: $15,085.33.
Mr. Morgan: Is the porter himself going up?
Mr. Perry: I would have to get back to you on that.
Mr. Morgan: You are saying that is wrapped into the $42,494. Mr. Perry: Correct.
Mr. Morgan: What would you do Mike with the contract if you were to go back and prepare it?
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Mr. Pawelczyk: I would just do an amendment similar to 6 or 7 that Chris mentioned which just basically restated the rates showing the old rate and the new rate. There are no other amendments that we need to make to the agreement. That is all that I would do. It is a two-page document basically.
Mr. Morgan: So, you are saying your expenses went up this year? Can you outline those again for me?
Mr. Perry: Our labor actually has gone up 30%, our cost of goods has gone up 35%, and the CPI this month was 9.8%.
Mr. Morgan: Any other discussion? Zaida, do you have anything? Ms. Karnegis: No, I agree.
Mr. Hohl: Sounds like we just need our attorney to draft an amendment that codifies what we are trying to accomplish here.
Mr. Morgan: Chris, do you have any concerns?
Mr. Kapish: No. I agree we need to do that. I don't think to make it easier on everybody if Mike just drafts the agreement, and gets the figures from you guys, then you guys don't need to come back, we will just approve it next meeting.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think what they are proposing is a start date for the services of August 1st according to this. That is the next question. What is the effective date? Is this going to be effective retroactive to August 1st? Is it effective September or the start of our fiscal year on October 1st? That is another thing we would need. When does it start?
Mr. Morgan: What would you recommend, the beginning of our fiscal year?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't make those recommendations. It could be anything that you decide. I don't know if you have funds in this fiscal year to pay for the increase.
Mr. Hohl: When does our current contract expire?
Mr. Pawelczyk: It renews on an annual basis. It really doesn't expire. Mr. Hohl: But it goes through the end of the fiscal year?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't know. In all likelihood, it is set up that way, but that agreement is very old, and we just amended it, extended it. At one time we changed it, so it just renews on an annual basis. What we probably did without me having all the documents in front of me is we probably renewed it on that fiscal year basis I would imagine. Personally, I don't think it matters. That doesn't matter to me at this point. To
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me, it matters as to whether when you want it to start and when they want it to start and to come to a meeting of the minds so you can put it in the amendment. I don't want it to be unclear. I don't like to do retroactive amendments, but you could.
Mr. Morgan: Would it be acceptable on September 1st? Mr. Perry: Yes, that would be acceptable.
Mr. Carney: Can you keep it current with our fiscal year? Is that a possibility?
Mr. Morgan: I don't think it really matters from what I understand. I think September 1st is a fair date for everyone. I don't want to do it retroactive based on what the attorney said, and it is the 8th already and I think our September 1st gives us three weeks to work it up and execute it before September.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think what the Board wants me to do is draft it and give authority for someone to sign it with these numbers in it with the $42,494 and the $15,085.
Mr. Morgan: Do I have that motion from anyone?
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On MOTION by Mr. Kapish seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all avor, authorization for the attorney to draft the amendment he BrightView agreement in the amount of $42,494.93 and
5.085.33 was approved.


Mr. Morgan: Ok guys that will start September 1st.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I will draft it and send it to Julio to look at. If you guys have any questions you can get in touch with Julio, and he will get it to me. Like I said, it is going to be simple just like the old ones.
Mr. Morgan: Anything else you need from us? Mr. Perry: No.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I will have it done before the end of the week.
Mr. Morgan: Thank you. We resolved that. Any further discussion? Ok, let's go back to the agenda.
Mr. Padilla: I am not sure if you would like to address the Industrial Divers Corporation since we have a presentation. He is on Zoom.
Mr. Morgan: We are going to go to part B of number 9 which would be the Industrial Divers Corporation, Alex Delgado. The floor is yours, sir.
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Mr. Delgado: I was told you guys wanted to go over the proposal we sent for the suggestions that we made on the inspection report for the Turtle Run culverts. We just advise sites to be cleaned. Site 1 had an option which we actually have to remove. This proposal was done by our VP in my absence, and he didn't notice that the area in question that has the build-up is almost 400 feet away from the outfall so that is not applicable to diver-operated dredging. That would need to be done with a back truck but even then, it would take some special piece because this is a 72-inch pipe, and we really can't put regular plugs through the manhole. That would be a whole different thing. It is something that you guys should keep track of. Only one small section of the pipe you are having a buildup of material to 24 inches which is 33 % of the diameter of the pipe. That is when you usually would request for cleaning to avoid flow restrictions. It is only in a very small section of the pipe, probably about 75 to 100 feet. The rest of the run is all very minimal at six to twelve inches. The only thing we suggest on that one is what is in the proposal, the first part of the proposal which is cleaning the outfalls that are built up and are restricting the flows. On site 2 on the south side, site 3 on the south side, and site 4, it doesn't state which one I would have to look into the report and then site 5 has a small corrosion hole which is allowing sediment to fall into the pipe which we would just patch up.
Mr. Morgan: I wasn't physically at the last meeting so Chris would you like to lead the discussion on that? You have experience with this.
Mr. Kapish: Basically, we wanted more information because of the optional cleanout, and we wanted to clarify the buildup which I think he has already done.
Mr. Hohl: Just for clarification, Alex what you are saying is the optional part actually is something that should be done.
Mr. Delgado: It should be, but it doesn't have to be done right away. The problem is it is going to require the work with a back truck and plugging the pipes so we would plug the line on either side of the build-up so we would probably plug manhole 3 and manhole 5 and a back truck would come in at manhole 4 and they would back out from either end or clean out that section. The problem is this is a 72-inch pipe and the standard plugs used for this don't fit through a manhole. We would have to locate specialty inflatable plugs to put in or we would have to build plugs. That is a whole separate
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endeavor where we would have to get pricing from a back truck company and find the plugs and see what it costs. We could come back to you, or you could give this information to a back truck company, and they can either contact us or contact other divers. They may have some in-house divers, very rare. That would be a separate item that would need specialty work because of plugging a 72-inch pipe when you are only going through the access of 20-inch manholes.
Mr. Hohl: Just to clarify then you are saying to remove the optional section for
$5,000 because it is not applicable and to address that in a separate proposal.
Mr. Delgado: Correct. We can't do a diver dredging because it is almost 400 feet from the outfall which is not practical for diver dredging.
Mr. Hohl: That would bring your total proposal to $13,900, is that correct? Mr. Delgado: That is correct for all five sites.
Mr. Kapish: What is the location of the optional clean up when you were speaking about it? What is the actual location of it?
Mr. Delgado: I don't know if you have a copy of the report but the lake that goes from behind the Publix to lake #1 at Turtle Run.
Mr. Kapish: How many feet from Sample Road? How many feet north of the outfall to Coral Bay? It looks like we are talking about along the Cypress Pointe Condominiums.
Mr. Delgado: I don't have a map showing where the pipes are. I would have to get an overlay to see that. All I am seeing is the actual culvert drawing. What I am seeing is you have one culvert that comes from lake #1 in Turtle Run and as it goes down it splits into two separate culverts that outfall behind the Publix. The second culvert, the west culvert is the one that has a small buildup between manholes 3 and 5 where it builds up to a maximum of about 24 inches. It looks to be about a length of about 75 to 100 feet that has a buildup. If you look at the rest of the culvert there is nowhere else in either of the runs that have more than a 12 inch build up. You can look at this and wait a year and kind and see if it gets worse or if it maintains.
Mr. Kapish: I am concerned about the patch issue. That is what I am talking about.
Mr. Delgado: You are talking about site 5 then. Site 5 has some corrosion holes in the culvert on the north end that are allowing a little bit of debris and buildup. We would

patch that. We would knock down that small buildup. The buildup right now is only about 8 inches. We just want to patch up the holes to prevent further intrusion of material.
Mr. Kapish: I know what hydraulic cement does but how big is the hole?
Mr. Delgado: I would have to see if the report has anything specific, but the holes are big enough that they are allowing dirt and rock to fill in from the backside of the pipe. We would actually put in an aluminum patch over that to the inside of the pipe.
Mr. Kapish: What I am worried about is it being a hazard/liability let's just say somebody falls into it or whatever.
Mr. Delgado: I don't see that. If you look in the pipe even if runoff or flow pushes the material out, I don't think that enough material has come from the pipe to create a sink hole yet. If it goes unpatched anywhere between now and a year or two from now depending on how quickly the material falls out, a small sinkhole can develop in that area.
Mr. Kapish: That is what I wanted to extrapolate and make sure we are doing this the correct way.
Mr. Hohl: I would like to make a motion that we approve the proposal from Industrial Divers dated 7-6-2022 with the exception of the optional component in the amount of
$5,000 for the reasons previously stated. The total amount would be $13,900. Mr. Pawelczyk: And authorize entering into an agreement for the same.

On MOTION by Mr. Hohl seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in favor, authorization to enter into an agreement with Industrial Divers, Corp for their proposal in the amount of
$13,900 for cleaning and repair of culvert pipes was approved.


Mr. Delgado: Thank you very much. Mr. Morgan: Alex thank you.
Mr. Hohl: Just for clarification from what I understand from Alex, that optional portion is not something we need to address immediately but it is something that would require a lot more than that $5,000 price tag.
Mr. Morgan: That was going to be my question was how much time do we have on
that?
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Mr. Hohl: Julio, can you check into that and report back to us at the next meeting and get some clarification on what that would entail and if there are other companies that we could get bids from to compare them. It doesn't sound like it is an Industrial Divers thing. They are not using divers; they are using a back truck. With that being the case there may be other companies that could do the work maybe in a cheaper fashion than what they are going to do.
Mr. Morgan: To carry the discussion a little bit further we have had problems with that pipe by Cypress Pointe going south I believe, and it turned out not to be our jurisdiction at one time. I am not sure because I was not at that last meeting to see that report. Chris, remember they came back, and they wanted us to clean something, and it turned out not to be us and we called the city out and the city cleaned it on their dime? Do you know where that is in relation to this location?
Mr. Kapish: I am not sure what the location is that is why I am asking. They need to show us what the location is.
Mr. Morgan: Julio, can you get a specific drawing or specific information because it could be the City's problem like it was last time by Cypress Pointe. I think the city cleaned it out. It would save us some money and also find out what timeframe he is recommending. He says in general terms you guys have time on that. Does that mean we have a year? Does that mean that we can revisit this next year and that type of thing? At least get his opinion.
Mr. Padilla: We will do that.
Mr. Morgan: If it is our problem we will take care of it, but it could be a shared problem or the City's problem.
Mr. Padilla: Ok.
Mr. Carney: I recollect something also Lance. I am not sure what it was.
Mr. Morgan: Any further discussion on that? The motion was made and settled.
We will get back to the agenda.


FIFTH ORDER	F BUSIN	Public Comment
Mr. Morgan: Public comments. We have some public here. Any public comments?
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Ms. Morgan: I have been talking to a couple of neighbors, I have been walking around the whole complex and they are inquiring that the original plan was the cross and walkway was supposed to go from Turtle Run Boulevard all the way over to Turtle Creek which is over by the Walmart and Target area. It stopped after that short little bit. Is that going to be resumed to complete the whole way to go by the Passive Park that is over there by Walmart? Are we going to complete that anytime soon?
Mr. Morgan: So you are talking about under the powerlines?
Ms. Morgan: Yes, like once again there was a big accident on Sample Road just this afternoon where two cars almost hit the wall over by Wendy's. Their car went all the way up to the shrubs, but it was two cars, so it is getting more and more damage on Sample Road just to walk all the way around. Some people prefer if it was available and paved more people would take part in walking all the way through. Quite a few people do that short little area over there by Lake Lynn and Lake Katie. They do that and then it stops to dirt and grass.
Mr. Morgan: Chris you know more about the Passive Park than I do.
Mr. Kapish: When we retired the other bond a lot of those funds from that other bond, canal bank restoration went to road construction reducing the roads from four lanes to two and that type of thing. The Passive Park was started under some of those funds and then we took additional funds from the bond and added to it. We put benches and stuff like that which were old and in very bad condition. The original plan was to extend that walkway to Turtle Creek giving people a way to jog and be safe from running down Sample Road. Sample Road, 441, and Wiles are very bad. Nobody wants to use those; nobody does use those so that is why we created the Passive Park. A lot of the residents like it. They are out there almost every night. I see some of the people here out there walking around. Obviously, it is a popular place to do that, and it would be since the land is not used even though the COD owns it, it is a shame that it is an unused asset. It is not used. It should be used. That asset should be utilized by every resident in Turtle Run. I have heard nothing but compliments about the Passive Park since the day it was finished. It was something that was on the plan. I hope it gets done at some point. I don't know why it couldn't be finished in the future, but it takes strategic planning, and it also takes resolute to make those things happen. If people don't have the fortitude and stuff like that
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then it won't get done. I would like to see it done very much so. I think the taxpayer would get what they pay for.
Ms. Morgan: The people that live on the lakes were the recipients of the banks being restored but this would include everybody.
Mr. Kapish: I don't live on a lake. I wish I did; I would have had canal bank restoration in my backyard and a whole lot of other things. That is my take on it.
Mr. Karnegis: Patty, we were concentrating right now on completing projects because we were all over the board. We were doing projects left and right and the Board decided to concentrate on projects and let's get them completed. That is why you don't see other things right now because we are trying to concentrate to get projects completed and make sure that we have the funds available but that is a good point, thank you.
Mr. Morgan: To what Zaida said, the Board probably three or four months ago, we made a motion to finish all the projects we had outstanding, which were signposts, a few other things.
Mr. Hohl: Secondary entrances.
Mr. Morgan: We have a sheet here somewhere. The only project I think we started new since that vote was the flagpoles for Cypress Pointe. I will say this, I am out in the community every day. I put in about 15 miles of running a week and walking and stuff and Sample Road is probably the most dangerous thing I have ever done in my life, and I was a cop for 40 years. It is really crazy out there on Sample Road. Even though we thought it was bad that they put up those guardrails, I wish they had run those guardrails from the main entrance of Turtle Run all the way to Wendy's. As soon as you come to where they stopped, those guardrails, it is really scary. I think it is something we have to look into. We do have capital improvement funds to somewhere around $600,000. I think it is something we should revisit and continue with the brick pavers all the way through if we can do it.
Mr. Carney: Can I make a recommendation? I think the project is a good one. I
think we should turn it over to management and they can put it on our capital improvement list. Then we have an opportunity to prioritize our capital improvement projects. That could be one of those.

Mr. Morgan: Ok, suggestion taken. Can you put that on our capital improvement suggestion list I guess you would call it?
Mr. Carney: Future capital improvements so that way when we come down to having improvements that will be on the list and then we prioritize our improvements based on what we feel we would want to do at that time.
Ms. Kapish: A minute ago Zaida had said that the Board was all over the place. Ms. Karnegis: We had a lot of projects going on.
Ms. Kapish: I think you said all over the place with different projects. It was my understanding that the projects that were being done had to be done because they were under the scope of the bond that you had created that those were the projects that were supposed to be done. What projects were being done that were not under the scope of that bond that we had to do that was all over the Board?
Mr. Morgan: Do you have the outstanding list Zaida of the projects? Ms. Kapish: What projects were not under the scope of the bond?
Mr. Hohl: I think where the discussion came from is we were in the midst of certain projects that were already in play and there were other projects that we wanted to start but then we realized that the bond was out of money. We said before we continue starting new projects let's finish the ones that we had already started to see where we were at fiscally before we start another major project because what we didn't want to do is start a project that we couldn't pay for. We opted to say you know what, let's finish the ones that we have on the books now, and then let's see where we are at when we are done and then now because the bond is pretty much going to be expended, now we have to look at a capital improvement plan and create a list, then prioritize that as to which one we are going to do first, which one we are going to do second based on the funds that are available.
Ms. Kapish: Was there anything started that was under the scope of the bond?
Mr. Morgan: There may have been a couple of minor projects we started while still trying to do the bond.
Ms. Kapish: Which projects is what I am getting at?
Mr. Kapish: There are projects that were under the bond, the rail fence for example is one of them. It is just sitting there.

Ms. Kapish: The rail fence, is that under the bond?
Mr. Kapish: That was under the bond to do that. We had all kinds of plans to do rail fencing in certain places. Under the powerlines was one of them. It is under the power lines now. It is not finished. It is just sitting there. It should go straight across the entire District. The Estates of Turtle Run wall was started under the bond.
Ms. Kapish: Are there any projects that were created that were not under the bond is what I am getting at?
Mr. Kapish: As we said there is some small minor stuff like trash cans and benches and stuff like that, but again, going back to the things that aren't finished are the Estates of Turtle Run wall which has been left standing. Nothing going on with that. The rail fencing, nothing going on with that, and of course the wall that is between the school and the Estates. That wall was also on the bond list which was never started at all. Those things I guess it depends on what side of the fence you are sitting on whether or not it is important to you. I am not in the school so it is not important to me, but it is important in this sense that we have had people break into people's homes, climb over the chain link fences that are there that have been there for 30 years and I would think that if I was on that property it would increase the value of my home probably by $30,000 just by being up against the school. The bottom line is that is not in any way started. Those things should also be added to the possible list of things to be completed just like all these other things should be completed.
Mr. Hohl: Just so you know.
Mr. Kapish: I was speaking Mike.
Mr. Hohl: I think you are misleading them though.
Mr. Kapish: I am not misleading anybody. You interrupted what I was saying. What I am saying is and let me finish. What I was saying is that there are lots of projects, some of them were started that are not on a bond, and some of them were never started that were on the bond. Those projects that are not on the bond are also projects that should be added.
Mr. Hohl: Again, to give better clarification as to where we are at with our projects, there were projects that were started that couldn't be completed because we ran out of money.
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Ms. Kapish: Which projects are those?
Mr. Hohl: The walls, all the ones that he just mentioned. Ms. Kapish: They were all on the bond?
Mr. Hohl: They were all on the bond. The problem was the amount of money that was expended on other projects in the bond exceeded what was originally anticipated. As far as the Forest Glen wall between Forest Glen Middle School and the Turtle Run homes, we spent over $50,000 on that project in engineering fees and spent five years trying to get the School Board to give us permission to do that and they have yet to do that. So we opted to stop that project because it is not something we have control over. If the School Board is not going to give us permission, it doesn't matter how much money we throw at it, it is not going to make a difference. So we stopped that project for that reason and we moved on to other projects and said these are the projects that we can finish. Let's concentrate on those. Once we are done then we can come back, and we can revisit these other projects that were in the bond to see if they are viable projects that we can afford or if there is an appetite to go further to find other revenues to pay for those projects. We would address that at that point. Right now because of the climate that we are in we are focusing on using our existing revenues and finishing the projects that we have and maintaining which we have been doing a good job of and then coming back and visiting the things that are still outstanding and make a decision at that point where we want to go based on what we hear from the public and what the Board decides.
Mr. Morgan: We did have a vote four months ago give or take that we finish what was on our plate. I think the vote was unanimous. I think it was and get these things off our plate so we would have a clean plate and we could proceed. It was three or four months ago. At that time the facts were that we were down on a little bit of money. We still have some capital improvement money somewhere in the neighborhood of $500,000 or $600,000 which is a good thing, and we still have emergency money of around
$500,000 which is a good thing. We wanted to get these off our plate so we could start with a clean slate. A lot of other things have happened. We had this perfect storm where Dennis passed away, Robert left the community, we got a new guy named Art, Skip and I did a drive-through and showed Art everything that we thought was wrong with the property and needed to be freshened up. We are still trying to get bushes trimmed and

replaced. Things are expensive. One thing I would like to add is that regarding the bond it would be great to get a wall between the school there, but we have spent quite a bit of money and to date, we have gotten nowhere, and school people change. We hear the atmosphere may be better today. It doesn't mean it is to possibly get a wall there. It would be great if we could. I don't know how much more time we want to chase that project. If we had every resident, Zaida lives on the wall, if we had a bunch of residents in here saying we want that wall and this type of stuff, then maybe we could proceed on that. I can tell you what we did do with the bond money we anticipated, I can't remember the exact number, 100 streetlights or 120 streetlights and we ended up putting like 40 more in which cost another $500,000 give or take whatever that fee was. We did stretch the bond money in different areas so some of these things unfortunately other projects, but it is my understanding that you have to spend the bond money on all the projects. If you run out of money, you run out of money, you don't finish the project. We took the bond money in other ways the Board did at the time thinking it was important to put the extra 40 streetlights in at a cost of $500,000. That was a calculated educated thing that we did as far as thinking and prioritizing things. It would be nice to get that wall in behind the school. It would be nice to finish the Turtle Run wall. We just don't have the funds right now.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I just wanted to say you have that motion from I think longer than that more like eight months ago, but you could revisit that at any time. I think one of the things that we have talked about since we have residents here today is we, you guys not me, need to start putting that list together and start looking at it. You don't have to prioritize it, but I think way back when you were all told to send the list to Julio. I don't know if you even started a list of those capital improvement items. You could start putting it together as to what you want on the list. Obviously whatever was in the engineer's report you could start with that, but then you can add the other items because then you have a list to go on when you start to prioritize them, and then the Board by majority vote has to make those difficult decisions on the priority list if that is the route you are going to go or you are going to just take it project by project. If you are going to follow the prior direction you might want to start that process, so you are not, once these projects you have ongoing are finished, it doesn't take us two months to put a list together.
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Ms. Karnegis: I think our main thing was just like you are asking about it, I am sure homeowners are asking the same questions. What are you doing? When are you finishing this? We see things going on, but we don't see things finished. I think that is what we are trying to do is finish them. Let me tell you that wall between the homes and the school, I live there. I would love that wall. I was all for it. I still want that wall. That would be great. It would increase home values. The only thing about that wall was that I attended meetings with Dennis and the School Board. We walked that area. We talked about it, and we spent money trying to get this for the homeowners but everywhere we turned was we need more, we need more. Then somebody else came in. This has been going on for more than five years. It is like a seven-year project. Not that we can't revisit that is the thing about all this, this is all on the table. It is not that we can't revisit, but we put so much money in there, and then it was like what is going on.
Ms. Kapish: I know about the amount of work that went into that wall and how many meetings. I was just curious the way it sounded when you said it was all over the place it sounded like you were just picking things out of the air. If anything was picked out of the air, a special project or if everything was on that list from the bond. If it was a list of things on the bond and you are trying to accomplish them that is one thing, but I wanted to see if there was anything being picked out of the air like hey, I have a new idea let's use this. That is what I was getting at. I know how much work has gone into that wall.
Mr. Kapish: To clarify what I was trying to say was I actually started negotiations with the School Board many years ago about the wall and it went back and forth for many different reasons. As of today, I have a meeting with the Principal and Shawn Cerra who is one of the City of Coral Springs City Council. He is on the School Board himself; he works for the School Board. I spent many hours myself personally going down to the Cathy Wright Center downtown and having meetings with different people and stuff like that. I was down there by myself with Dennis, but nobody else was with me at all. I have been working on that. My hours were turned in for free. I didn't do that for anybody. I didn't have to do anything at all. As far as the money spent on the engineering fees I don't know if they were $50,000. I don't know that to be true. I only know that if Jonathan looks it up and finds out how much it is, but even if it is or not, doesn't matter what that figure is and that would probably mean that you have already done the engineering already on it. That

has already been spent so to not follow through on it would probably be throwing away good money after bad. Again, nobody is sitting here saying that we should do this, this, and this. I did mention about a year and a half ago that I asked this Board to meet in a workshop where we could do some financial planning to plan to do some of the things that you guys were talking about, but nobody showed up. That is what happened just to clarify some things.
Mr. Morgan: Any other discussion? Does that answer your question? Ok. Any other public want to ask some questions? No other discussion regarding the projects or anything? We are going to move on to item #6.

SIXTH	BUSINESS	Approval of the Minutes of
Ju  11, 2022 Meeting
Mr. Morgan: The approval of the minutes for the July 11, 2022 meeting.
Everybody has a copy of the minutes. Hopefully, you have had an opportunity to review them. Any questions, deletions, admissions, or adjustments in the minutes that anybody would like to make? Skip?
Mr. Carney: Motion to approve.

On MOTION by Mr. Carney seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in favor, the Minutes of the July 11, 2022, Meeting were approved.
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NTH ORDER	BUSINESS	Consideration of Resolution
#2022-06 Spending Authority
Mr. Morgan: Item #7 is consideration of Resolution #2022-06 Spending Authority.
Mr. Padilla: This resolution is to provide management; this is a sample of what we use in different CDD's where the Board authorizes a certain amount. For example, for management to spend on proposals for things that are needed, that doesn't need to be a requirement to bring it to the Board before we can make a decision.
Mr. Morgan: Kind of like a field decision type of thing when something needs to happen fast?
Mr. Padilla: Correct.
Mr. Morgan: I think we used to have something like that years ago.

Mr. Pawelczyk: GMS says they don't see a resolution like this in their files. I know I don't have one, so they asked me to kind of put this together. What this does is it would authorize the District to enter into certain agreements with service providers whoever they are provided that certain conditions are satisfied first, and that the amount paid to a particular service provider does not exceed blank dollars annually. That means that you can't repeatedly hire somebody to pressure clean this, or pressure clean that over an annual basis without it coming to the Board. That is why we put it in there annually so it is like a one-time thing, otherwise if it is a regular agreement we will bring it back. There is an exception built in here just to remind everyone that if there is an emergency like a water leak, or pipe break and it is going to cost $9,000 to fix, well they have to fix it or they are going to turn your water off, so they are going to go fix it. What Julio is obviously going to do, he is going to talk to one of you or more of you and let you know that I am going to do this but in practice, if it is a true emergency he can just do it as long as he has funds budgeted for it. He will consult with me if there is an issue. We will go through the resolution and make sure he is authorized to enter into an agreement. It also requires that any agreement whether it is a proposal, or an agreement needs to be drafted, it has to be run by my office. That protects you just to make sure that the legal form of the agreement is correct and that we are not signing a document that included provisions that are going to hurt us in the long run. It also requires that the term of the agreement with the service provider does not exceed one year. I just put that in there just to make sure that it is clear that look, this is really for one-time repairs. I don't consider it for new items like new landscape work. I think that should come back to the Board. I don't think that is the intent here. I think the intent is for water line breaks so if something with the lake bank needs to be fixed. The signs have been broken, and we need to fix the sign, or you are replacing a pole or something like that because you want to replace it.
Mr. Morgan: How does that affect BrightView who handles probably this year five to ten water main breaks already this year?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't recall one of them ever coming to the Board.
Mr. Morgan: We give approval because usually, they are around $1,500 to $2,500.
Mr. Pawelczyk: This would clarify that authority would be given to the manager to say just take care of this.
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Mr. Morgan: We have a property manager that oversees their work. Pat goes out and makes sure the work is done.
Mr. Pawelczyk: We could even change the way the resolution is drafted to say that it does not exceed blank dollars per instance and so much annually. Maybe just for an annual, maybe the annual should only apply to those providing the irrigation work. It is really however you want to draft it we can draft it or adjust that provision. The other thing that it does is what will happen is after the items are approved, management will distribute the proposal to you for informational purposes. If there is a line break at $1,500 he is supposed to send it to you saying, I approved this item FYI. That way at the next meeting if you want to bring up the item you can. You don't have to, but you can. The other way to draft this would be to require that item later be ratified by the Board of Supervisors at its next meeting. Again, that is up to you. Most of my Districts except Coral Bay do have that ratification in there because the field work is so extensive because they have so much landscaping and irrigation, basically the Board said, I don't really want to see it. I don't want to have to ratify it. Just do it and tell me you did it. This is drafted like Coral Bay where it is just Julio, if you do it, let me know you did it and I as a Board member can bring it up at the next Board meeting if I want to. If I have a question I can call Julio, can you give me some more information on this? There also has to be a budgeted item for this to be approved.
Mr. Hohl: I think the fact that it has to be part of the next agenda as an item makes it part of the public record so if someone from the public wants to see where we are spending money even though we didn't vote on it, they can see that management had to make this expenditure.
Mr. Pawelczyk: They can, but it is also in your financials.
Mr. Hohl: But it specifies in what you wrote that a copy of the agreement shall be provided with the agenda. It makes it open for everybody to see it.
Mr. Morgan: I have no problem with that. The way we kind of been doing it right now is when there is a main break, Julio has been directed to go ahead and approve that. When it is a high amount of money, Pat goes out and watches them, exposes the hole and does what he does. This happened just last week. Pat told me the price and it seemed a little expensive, but they hadn't even exposed the hole to see what was going on down
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there yet and so on. Art kind of explained it a little bit but I have no problem with that. What would you recommend an amount be? $3,000 per incident?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think my question would be what kind of amounts have you been experiencing that you would think? We can always change this too. At a future meeting, you can always say well $3,000 or $5,000 is not enough, let's make it this amount.
Mr. Morgan: I think somewhere around $3,500 for Julio to approve.
Mr. Carney: I agree with the per incident so much more than the annual itself. Like Lance said, maybe $3,500 is the ceiling.
Mr. Morgan: And hopefully it is a lot less than that and Pat has to go out and check it out and make sure we are getting our money's worth. I have no problem with that. Right now, they have been approving water main breaks because the water system is so important.
Mr. Pawelczyk: It might have been when Dennis was here, I think there was a prior motion where you authorized Dennis to do that or management. I seem to recall something or discussions about that. If you do it by resolution, then you can always change it and have a better record.
Mr. Hohl: I think the key for our protection is number one there is a ceiling per incident. Number 2, it has to be a budgeted item. It can't be something outside of the budget and number 3, you are reporting back to the Board anyway. I think we cover our basis for everyday emergencies. The big ones we have to handle on a case by case.
Mr. Morgan: This way if there is a tree that has fallen in the street, they call an emergency vendor out.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Right, exactly.
Mr. Morgan: I think I am comfortable with $3,500.
Mr. Padilla: I just wanted to bring up in the case that there is an emergency, and it is past our cap, can the Board assign a Board member to authorize?
Mr. Pawelczyk: You are authorized.
Mr. Padilla: If it is an emergency and it is $5,000.
Mr. Pawelczyk: If it is an emergency, an emergency means it has to be done right now. That is what an emergency is. An emergency is if a signpost falls down. The emergency is moving the pole out of the road so you can approve that. If it is more than

$3,500, then that has to come back to the Board. If you are looking for a recommendation from me I would say $5,000 would be more reasonable. I am only saying that because if there is if you feel $5,000 is too much because you are going to see these, I think we should have an agenda item saying items approved by the manager pursuant to Resolution #2022-06 if there are any. Put it on the agenda. It is just a list and when we come to it on the agenda you just say these are the items, any questions, no questions, you don't even talk about it and just move on. There is no need to waste time. You can always change it if you need to.
Mr. Morgan: I am comfortable with $5,000 with the direction you gave Mike, but the only other caveat I have would be that Julio needs to notify a Board member, Skip, myself, or another Board member so we are in the loop a little bit.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Why don't we require that if he just notifies the entire Board by email? Just email this is what I have done and then it will also be included on the agenda, so you are basically getting two notifications but one for you and the next one for the public.
Mr. Morgan: That is fine. We understand that Julio?
Mr. Padilla: Yes.
Mr. Pawelczyk: It would be a motion to adopt Resolution #2022-06 as discussed with a $5,000 per incident limit.

On MOTION by Mr. Hohl seconded by Mr. Kapish with all in favor, Resolution #2022-06 Spending Authority as discussed with a $5,000 per incident limit was approved.


Mr. Pawelczyk: We will not sign that resolution today, I will revise it with these parameters, and we will sign it at the next meeting.

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Update on Progress Report on 9
Monument Signs
Mr. Morgan: Update on the progress report on 9 monument signs, Mike, do you have that?

Mr. Hohl: Unfortunately, the saga continues. We did make it through DRC, but we still do not have a permit. From what I understand it has to go to structural and electrical for approval. If there is anything beyond that I am not aware of it, but we have not been notified yet that we have a permit. That is a big project that has kind of stalled in its tracks until we get that signed permit approved and then we can move on with the rest of the project as well as the sign itself.
Mr. Morgan: Is that the last piece of the puzzle to get it through what you just described?
Mr. Hohl: Yes, once we have that permit then Signarama can go into production. Once they are getting close to finishing they will remove the old signs. At that point the company will come in that does the pressure cleaning, the resealing, and the repair of the brick walls. Once that is done then the other company will come in with the cleaning and polishing of the copper caps. Then once that is done, then Signarama can install the new signs and connect the electric. Then that project will be done and then one of the things we discussed is that you would come in with management and determine if there needs to be any modifications to the landscape once we have that completed which is not part of the initial budget. That would be something you would have to bring back to the Board but depending on how much we spend, we might still have some monies left in the contingency.
Mr. Morgan: So, we are in a holding pattern essentially. Mr. Hohl: For ten months now.
Mr. Morgan: What is the lady's name from Signarama again? Mr. Hohl: Susan Vogen.
Mr. Morgan: Is her head spinning or what?
Mr. Hohl: I will say I have dealt with a lot of vendors over the years in my capacity in government and she is really gone above and beyond. For her to still be doing what she is doing and not raising our price or backing out of the contract is nothing short of amazing. I have never seen a contractor be that dedicated. We are thankful for that.


NINTH ORDER OF BUSIN	Presentations

	BrightView Introduction of Charles Gonzales, S. FL VP and Daniel Perry, S. FL Regional Manager

	Turtle Run COD and BrightView Renewal Amendment
	Turtle Run COD - Turtle Run Park and BrightView Renewal Amendment



	Industrial Divers Corp, Inc. (IDC) Dive Coordinator, Alex Delgado via Zoom

2) IDC Culvert Pipes Inspection Reports and Cleaning/Repair Proposal


These items were discussed earlier in the meeting.
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ORDER OF BUSINESS	Reports
	Attorney

Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't have anything new today other than what we have discussed.


	Engineer
	Updates on Turtle Run Signposts Replacements
	Updates on Cypress Pointe Flagpole Improvements

Mr. Geiger: I did get some good news from Pino, the signpost rep, Horsepower has been notified that the frames that were missing and being manufactured were ready to be picked up. They have been instructed to pick up the frames and complete the last bit of the punch list work which includes installing the signs in the frames. They are going to also be re-installing the sign that was vandalized or went missing, the school sign that fell down or disappeared off of Tortoise Way and replacing the bent frame on the bottom part. I believe they are also getting a frame for the Yield sign in the roundabout that was missing as well. They should be working on that hopefully this week. I emailed them last week. I have not heard back. I will give Julio over there a call tomorrow to see if they can give me a schedule and an ETA for an anticipated date of completion on these. I did check with the City website today. They still have not filed any of the NOC's and they still have not extended their permits, but they aren't listed as expired technically. I don't know if the City has some sort of grace period. I will get some more information by the next meeting.
Mr. Morgan: How many more signs do we have that have to go in Jonathan?
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Mr. Geiger: None of the poles need to go in. It is nine frames that are missing. The signs are up, they are just not in frames. There were two post holes that have to get backfilled. Those are probably taken care of at this point with all the irrigation work going on.
Mr. Morgan: That will complete this project?
Mr. Geiger: Yes. There are two No U-Turn signs that need to be put on standard poles per the change order that was approved quite a while ago. This project will be closed out as soon as they call for the final inspections and get the city to sign off.
Mr. Morgan: So, we will be totally done with all the signs, and we can move that off our plate?
Mr. Geiger: Yes.
Mr. Hohl: I have a question; do you know to date, has the vendor attempted to contact the City for an extension?
Mr. Geiger: I was told that the people who work in the office were working on that and that was on the 14th of July. I spoke with Julio Mandela the project manager for this one. I am going to get an update on that as well because it is simply a letter saying we are requesting a one-time extension. It is really not that hard. In the past, I was doing this for contractors but then I have been told it is a contractor's responsibility for the most part. The City prefers it to come from the contractor's letterhead and from the contractor since they are the responsible entity for the permits.
Mr. Hohl: What is the timeframe for the expiration of the permit? Mr. Geiger: As in?
Mr. Hohl: When will the permit expire?
Mr. Geiger: They are all past their expiration date. There was April 18th on one of them and July 18th on the rest of them. I haven't dealt with a firm that it has lapsed enough to where the City has asked for more money. That would be on the contractor as the permitted entity to extend that or to have to pay more money.
Mr. Hohl: Has that point been made out to them that it is their dime if they have to pay additional because they took too long?
Mr. Geiger: I have made that clear to them in every email and every time I have talked to him. It needs to get done. It is the same as any of the damage with the missing
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poles or the material that was missing, specifically the frames they didn't have. They are eating the money for that because the District should not be paying for things that were misplaced or lapsed not due to the District.
Mr. Hohl: Right.
Mr. Geiger: To date, there really has been nothing that I have done as the engineer here to prevent the project from being completed. It is simply between Covid and everything else that happened with the material and the economy right now just kind of dragging this out.
Mr. Hohl: That might be why the City is giving a grace period because everybody is in that same boat.
Mr. Geiger: They also may not be listed as expired because they haven't filed their NOC's yet. Maybe they did themselves a favor. I got on their case about this because the first time they did a couple of signposts for us, they went to file for final inspection and the City told them we don't see a NOC on file, so I made it clear that this time around they need to do that first. That did not happen. It is something I have been on their case about since day one with this.
Mr. Hohl: The only concern I have knowing how cities work is when they finally do file their NOC's, that might be the time that the City takes a hard stance.
Mr. Geiger: The City is the one that signs those because it is in the City right-of way. The engineering inspector that works for the City that I deal with normally he is pretty good about it and doesn't really harp on the contractors especially at Turtle Run since he knows the quality of the work that goes in. They tend to play very fair.
Mr. Hohl: Ok, as long as you have it handled.
Mr. Geiger: Outside of that, the only update I have on the Cypress Pointe flagpole improvements, we did update the plans per the survey that the Board authorized. Now the civil portion of these plans is ready for permitting. I have sent the signed agreements that Lance signed with SEC and Turtle Run to do the electrical work. That was sent out last Friday. I sent them the base files to have them get a start on the electrical engineering plans. I called today to get an update to see when they think they will have those plans done. The electrical plans for this are very simple. I don't anticipate it taking too long. The contents of what is in front of the Board have not changed since the initial preliminary
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sets. It is just on an actual survey now. There was a little bit more detail and direction added as far as the dimensioning and some of the notes changed a little bit but nothing that changes the substance of the project. It is the same footprints as the actual survey compared to the easements we were using as the backdrop. The only thing I do need from either management, or the Board is I do need the streetlight easements actually signed with the amended language to allow the poles, pavers, and landscaping. I know Mike sent one out prior. I don't know if there was ever a discussion on who was going to get that taken care of as far as getting signed off on.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I will look through my files on that and make sure it is the last version and includes that language. I can't remember off the top of my head. I will copy you and send it to Julio. I don't think we ever had the direction to finalize it. I don't know if the Board has approved it in fact.
Mr. Geiger: That is going to be the last thing I need for permitting is they are going to need to see that.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't think they were ever approved by the Board.
Mr. Hohl: Did we get a final hard number on what this was going to cost? Mr. Geiger: I don't have a hard number.
Mr. Morgan: We approved a not-to exceed like $60,000 two meetings ago or something like that.
Mr. Geiger: The Board approved parts of the estimates that were presented including the survey, the rest of KCl's civil work including construction observation, and the certification of the project when it does get constructed, then I want to say the electrical work. The things that were pending I did bring estimates or proposals.
Mr. Morgan: Maybe you estimated that it was going to cost a little under $60,000 or something like that.
Mr. Geiger: The flagpole posts passed its 30-day timeframe, so I do want to reach back out when we get closer to bringing this project to permitting because I don't want to have to ask the flagpole company for a quote, and then it not go to permitting for 45 days and then say ok, we have to raise this again. I did have a couple of contractors submit bids ranging from $13,101 to $32,214. Then there was one in the middle for $18,368 for

the flagpole civil work, not the electric. The electric was at the time was $4,530. I am not sure if we need to reach back out to Adams Electric.
Mr. Szozda: Probably it would be a good idea.
Mr. Geiger: Their proposal excluded the fixtures as well. As soon as I get the electrical engineering plans, I would like to run that back by the electrician and instruct them that more than likely they need to plan on purchasing the fixtures. Outside of that, I can get another estimate. I can reach back out to contractors when we get closer.
Mr. Morgan: What do you think is the timeframe now?
Mr. Geiger: Before the next meeting I should have the electric plans and that is like I said if we get the easement signed off on or if I have the electric plans to bring and we reach back out to Adams Electric and get a firmer number on that and if the easements get in front of the Board next meeting and gets approved to be signed off within a month I would say I should be able to have everything from the next meeting pulled together and get a contractor to firm up his numbers. They have already run the numbers once; they are just going to have to adjust for materials going up every day. I would like them to see the actual signed and sealed plans.
Mr. Morgan: You haven't gotten an updated proposal from the flag guy or is it too soon to do that?
Mr. Geiger: I was holding off until this meeting to see Board direction on that. I don't want another 30 days to go by and then we have to reach back out. I think from talking to Jeff I think even if we reached out this week and he got something back to me that was a little bit over a month, I don't think he is going to run it through again.
Mr. Morgan: We want you to do what you need to do at your end to get this going.
Maybe by October, I think that is a reasonable date. Mr. Geiger: That should be very reasonable. Mr. Morgan: Installed?
Mr. Geiger: Installed, that is going to depend on how the Board picks a contractor and their schedule, an agreement getting written up and signed. If we are talking the end of October, it is possible I would imagine. It is a very small project.
Mr. Pawelczyk: We talked about this and if the Board wants to, we can approve this amended and restated easement in substantially final form. This just amends the

current easement that is out there for the median and Jonathan correct me if I am wrong, and it covers to add pavers and flagpoles and a permanent light in there because there is already electric in there. We have the electric and streetlighting already in there. That is really all it does. We can put it on the next agenda if you want.
Mr. Morgan: You need a motion?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I need a motion to approve the amended and restated easement for streetlighting and other improvements with Cypress Pointe and Coral Springs Condominium Association in substantially final form. That will allow me to make these revisions, add the exhibit that we have talked about, and we will bring it back once it is executed and show to the Board. That is up to you, or we can just put it on the agenda for the next meeting.
Mr. Morgan: Do I have a motion for that?
Mr. Kapish: I make a motion to do that as stated. Mr. Hohl: Is there a cost ceiling required?
Mr. Pawelczyk: This easement does not require us to put the improvements in.
The easement only gives us the authority to do so.
Mr. Hohl: So this is really step one before we can go further. Mr. Pawelczyk: To go on the property and fund improvements.

On MOTION by Mr. Kapish seconded by Mr. Hohl with all in favor, a motion to approve the amended and restated easement for streetlighting and other improvements with Cypress Pointe and Coral Springs Condominium Association in substantially final form was approved.


Mr. Geiger: By the next meeting I should have the electric plans, or I will have a better handle on when those are going to be done. In the meantime, I can reach back out to the contractors we have already talked to and see if they can give me a number that they can commit to without the 30 days.
Mr. Morgan: Here is my concern, Jonathan. I know you keep saying it is a small project so let's get this done. The Board is going to go ahead with it. We have already appropriated the money to get these things done and the faster you work the faster we
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can get this done right? So it is on you. We want to do these flagpoles and hopefully, it can be by the beginning of October, but if it is the end of October I am good with that too, but we want to move ahead with this.
Mr. Geiger: This is also if all building permits with the City as we discussed earlier. Mr. Morgan: You already had a courtesy approval you told me.
Mr. Geiger: I was originally told by engineering this would be a courtesy review. That has since changed and that has been discussed in prior meetings. When they realized this was right off of Sample Road the MOT became an issue with the City. Engineering doesn't have to look at this because it is private property, and the Engineering Department is going to give me a courtesy review. We don't have to submit an engineering permit, but a building permit does include structural, electric, planning, and zoning and to that point, the City is not requiring us to go to DRC which when I did call she had to go check with her boss. They made the decision since we are altering parking and it is a very small piece of land on private property that they were not going to require a minor submittal which we did for the walls.
Mr. Morgan: So, it should be a little bit easier. You have to move forward with this. Mr. Geiger: Yes and that is also we do need a contractor to submit for the permit because the contractor is the responsible entity with that normally since it is not an engineering permit. The sooner I can get numbers that contractors can commit to in front
of the Board and the Board approves something, it is going to be a lot easier.
Mr. Morgan: You have my email correct? Mr. Geiger: I do.
Mr. Morgan: You can keep me informed. Thank you very much. Anything else?
Mr. Pawelczyk: Lance, I will copy you on anything I deal with on the easement just so you know as well.
Mr. Morgan: Anything else?
Mr. Geiger: The only other update I have, it was requested at the last Board of the license agreements that have been executed between Turtle Run and the various entities including the City and I think we have some of the FPL consent agreements to be added into the easement atlas. I have received all the information from management and from Mike so that has all been passed onto survey. We will be getting with the easement atlas

probably a secondary supplemental book of all of the recorded and approved license agreements. They are trying to figure out how they are going to show this on a map. It is all going to be there for the Board's information. That is all I have.
Mr. Morgan: Any other questions for Jonathan? Skip? Mr. Carney: No thank you, Lance.

	Field Manager
	Discussion of Turtle Run Flag
	Tropical Plant and Pest Service July Report

Mr. Burgess: You should have copies of the flag that was sent to A Flag and Flagpole Company. You guys asked to have it enlarged with not so much white space on the current flag. This is what they have sent.
Mr. Kapish: Ok that is the same size flag, 72 x 120? Mr. Burgess: Yes.
Mr. Morgan: What were you trying to do with this one? Mr. Kapish: There was a lot of empty field in the back.
Mr. Pawelczyk: The lettering was smaller. The turtle was smaller too. Mr. Kapish: It looked like it was too big of a flag for what was on it.
Mr. Morgan: Wasn't there an edge around the flag?
Mr. Burgess: Yes, I was going to mention that. I just realized that there is a green border.
Mr. Morgan: On this one?
Mr. Burgess: On the current one. This one I can probably revise to add that. Mr. Hohl: Yes, please.
Mr. Burgess: It looks like on the current flag Turtle Run lettering is black. Mr. Kapish: It looks like the turtle's back is blue?
Mr. Morgan: It is probably a different color green, but it looks bluish on that. Mr. Kapish: The background is still like a cream color, right?
Mr. Burgess: I can make sure of that. This is what she sent me. Mr. Morgan: Right now it looks like a greyish background.
Mr. Burgess: It does.
Mr. Morgan: It doesn't look good.

Mr. Hohl: Can they include a color chart of all the different colors that are going to be used so we can know what those colors are? That would answer your question Chris to know if that is green or blue.
Mr. Burgess: I just want to make sure Turtle Run lettering, do you want that to be black? It looks like it is black in the current picture.
Mr. Morgan: Maybe we want dark green to match our signs, right? Mr. Kapish: The letters on the current flag are green.
Mr. Morgan: He says in the picture he has they look black. Mr. Kapish: They are green.
Mr. Burgess: Ok.
Mr. Kapish: I have pictures at home of all this stuff.
Mr. Burgess: I will ask for an update to have the border added and then a color chart for the next meeting so we can finalize it so we can order them.
Mr. Kapish: That is a good suggestion Mike.
Mr. Morgan: Did we buy enough flags, so we are not strapped for flags for the next holiday or something?
Mr. Burgess: We haven't purchased any flags as of right now.
Mr. Morgan: Do we have enough on hand in case one gets ripped up.
Mr. Burgess: We definitely have enough American flags. No Florida flags or any additional Turtle Run flags.
Mr. Morgan: We need to have some of those flags on hand. Mr. Burgess: We can do an order.
Mr. Morgan: Let's have probably about half a dozen of each.
Mr. Kapish: The way it was done before when Dennis was here, the rotation of the flowers always was the rotation of the flags. We did rotation four times a year so basically these flags were up there maybe 90 days. The American flag especially was always changed. Now the other flags like this Turtle Run flag may not have gotten so faded because it was kind of faded-out any way.
Mr. Morgan: We need to have some flags on hand. Anything else you have?
Mr. Burgess: I spoke to Redline; I know we talked about some Iguana issues. He provided me with a report. He basically said they need to step up better communication
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and that they need to start being better at that. He mentioned that they were sending reports to Dennis, he apologized. He is just basically going to set up his communication. He said this month he visited five times and got 17 iguanas. He mentioned the overall population seems to be under control.
Mr. Morgan: That is what he may have said, and I don't know. I have never seen him out there once. We have had them for a couple of years now. That might be the way it is. They may be in different areas than where I am at. Maybe they are underneath the powerlines, and I don't see them. I am not saying that they are not doing their job however, I have had several complaints from several of our neighbors, especially at Lake Lauren and other locations throughout Turtle Run. I want to set up something with Pat to monitor this. If they came out five times, Pat, did you see them out there?
Mr. Szozda: I usually get there around 9:00 or 9:30. I have yet to see them. Mr. Hohl: I have seen them two or three times.
Mr. Morgan: Zaida, have you ever seen them? Ms. Karnegis: I have not seen them.
Mr. Kapish: I have seen them, yes.
Mr. Morgan: What I am saying is though I am not saying they are not doing their job; I want accountability as far as them doing their job. They say there is a lack of communication. The first excuse to a boss from a vendor to the employer oh, I have had a lack of communication. That is a red flag to me. It might be for you or others. When they send snapshots of a bunch of iguanas dead in their truck that could have been stock photos that they have had from a month ago or two months. I am not saying this is happening. I think you need to Pat let Redline know that they need to contact you when they are going to be out in the field. You need to know where they are going to be working and you and I will communicate where the iguana problem is. Mike lives on the lake, he may know a little bit better than me. I see them at Lake Lauren, Jackson all the time, and Mr. Bailey complained to me last week that the iguanas are in his backyard all the time. We need to just monitor this a little bit better than what we have been doing. I trust them as a vendor. They have been with us for a couple of years now. Most likely they probably do a pretty good job. I just want some checks and balances on this, and you are the man for the job.

Mr. Szozda: They apologized. They have not communicated well but he said they may have been sending reports to Dennis's email still. Anyway, he has set a schedule up so we will be on it no problem. He sent pictures actually by the lake with the background of the walkways.
Mr. Morgan: Do you know when those pictures were taken? Mr. Szozda: No.
Mr. Morgan: I am hoping he is being honest with us.
Mr. Kapish: I think the problem is that they are focused on a very small portion of Turtle Run and they aren't focusing on the whole big picture. I think if you drive over to where the Newport Preserve is under the powerlines in that area over by the lakes and Skip's house, I think that is where you will find them. You won't find them over there by Lake Lauren Jackson.
Mr. Morgan: That is contrary to what I see. I would think that is where the concentration of them is over in the preserve areas. What I am saying is they need to concentrate in other areas. I have seen four or five this week at Lake Lauren Jackson. Mr. Baily who lives on Lake Lauren Jackson says that they are in his backyard all the time. You said they should concentrate on Lake Lauren Jackson?
Mr. Kapish: They need to go where they are at. I see them over there. I saw them over there with you. Services need to be distributed equally through Turtle Run.
Mr. Morgan: They need to expand their search area I guess, and Pat now can direct them to areas where I see iguanas at. I had two in my backyard this week, baby ones. I caught one and my wife killed one by accident. We are good with that Pat?
Mr. Szozda: Absolutely.
Mr. Morgan: Just a little bit more accountability so we know what we are doing.
Anything else from the field manager?
Mr. Szozda: I do have a couple of things. The Tropical Plant report is pretty standard. The beds were extended on Sample Road to incorporate the lights. They also put additional plants. That came out pretty nice. Hall Fountains was out and replaced the jets on both Lake Haley and Justine and cleared, there were clogs in the roundabout fountain so some of those jets weren't working correctly. They cleared those so the fountain is working great. Unfortunately, there is a dead short in a motor on Lake Haley

is why that fountain hasn't been working regularly. We have yet to get a proposal on replacing that but that should be coming shortly. This afternoon, me and Julio and Patrick met with Larry the City Engineer from Coral Springs regarding the damage that Mastec has basically inflicted on our property. We had a representative from Mastec there also and he basically guaranteed us that within a two-week period all the damage they inflicted would be addressed and taken care of. Verbally, it went well. We will see how it plays out. You have all seen the clusia's how they came in on the west side of the walkway. I do have a proposal to do the other side of the walkway from BrightView installing 115 clusia's at a price of $10,212.82. Unfortunately, I just got this proposal Thursday. You have it in front of you, but I didn't have a chance to get it on the agenda.
Mr. Hohl: Where is it located?
Mr. Szozda: It would be on the east side of the walkway. Those Elaeagnus have done time.
Mr. Kapish: They actually have a beetle eating them.
Mr. Szozda: There is a fungus on them too. They are not an attractive plant at this point. By the way the clusia's look, it would be recommended if we could move forward with that option also.
Mr. Morgan: I agree. They did a real good job with the clusias from the walkway towards the south. This is from the walkway to the north behind Mr. Grosser's house. I walked it today with Pat. They did a good job so I would like to get a motion to complete this job. There are probably a couple other areas that we are going to have to do this too because the Elaeagnus is being destroyed but right now this will complete the other side of the walkway up to Lake Lauren Jackson. I would like to get a motion for that.

On MOTION by Mr. Kapish seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in favor, a proposal from BrightView in the amount of $10,
212.82 for 115 clusias to be planted on the east side of the walkway was approved.


Mr. Morgan: Thank you very much. Pat, you can tell Art to move forward with this. Mr. Szozda: Yes, sir.
Mr. Morgan: We want the same kind of job that we got on the other side.

Mr. Szozda: Yes sir, I will be there for it. Mr. Morgan: Anything else Pat?
Mr. Szozda: No sir.


	Manager

Mr. Padilla: I do have an update for the fountain. It is 25 horsepower. It will be a total of $6,968.20 to repair it.
Mr. Morgan: And that is for Lake Haley? Mr. Padilla: Yes.
Mr. Szozda: Just for the record that pump was 5 ½ years old and I asked them, he
said 5 ½ years is a pretty good timeframe on a pump so you got your value on the pump.
Mr. Morgan: That lake only has one fountain or two? Mr. Kapish: Lake Haley has a 25 horsepower.
Mr. Padilla: The breakdown is $4,413.20 for the 25 horsepower and $155 for a splice kit and the labor is $2,400.
Mr. Morgan: Do I have a motion for that to repair the fountain at Lake Haley?

On MOTION by Mr. Hohl seconded by Mr. Kapish with all in 11
favor, a proposal from Hall Fountains in the amount of
$6,968.20 to repair the motor in the fountain at Lake Haley was approved.


Mr. Morgan: Anything else under manager? Mr. Padilla: Nothing else.

ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Financial Report on Capital Projects, Emergency Funds, Capital Reserve and All Other Financial Issues

Mr. Morgan: Financial reports, I got a chance to review the financial reports. Any questions regarding the financial report?
Ms. Karnegis: There is no change in the capital projects. They are the same.

TWELFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors Requests
Mr. Morgan: Supervisor requests, Skip, do you have anything?
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Mr. Carney: The only thing I have to say is now we have all new pumps in the lakes so we shouldn't be experiencing any problems for about six years. Other than that, that is all I have Lance, thank you.
Mr. Morgan: Zaida, do you have anything else?
Ms. Karnegis: I just wanted to bring this up for clarification. A few months ago, I decided to run for election for my seat which is seat #3. I went ahead and advised my employer of my intent to fun for the seat. My employer acknowledged it and approved it, and they consented that yes, I may run for the seat. I wanted to bring this up because last week somebody called my employer. The person identified themselves as a former BSO. The person advised my employer they received who to contact through a lieutenant BSO. They wanted to report me, Zaida Karnegis, that I was running for election, and I could not do so. That is the reason why I am bringing this up. I don't know the intent of the caller and why it was done that way. I don't know if the intent was to terminate my job or to have me dropped from the elections, I don't know but if there are any questions that anyone has, please bring that up. I don't think this was the right approach to do so. If homeowners know this is recorded, I encourage homeowners to come out, I encourage them to attend the meetings and to run for a seat. When you are running for a seat you should do so. I hope we are all ethical with this and that if we are running we are following the rules of what we need to do. That is why I wanted to bring this up.
Mr. Morgan: Mike?
Mr. Hohl: I have a question for Zaida. You said it was a former BSO employee. Did they identify who that employee was?
Ms. Karnegis: Yes they did.
Mr. Hohl: So you know who it is. Ms. Karnegis: Yes.
Mr. Hohl: Thursday of this past week I sent a text to Julio as I was walking around Lake Katie along the Passive walkway on the north side of the lake and along the Passive walkway on the west side of the lake and there were dead fish of all different species, and I sent several pictures but there so many I lost count. It stunk to high heaven. I have never seen that many dead fish. It was a concern to me because my concern was, is it going to kill all the fish in the lake? Julio, you said in your text that you had contacted our vendor

on this and that they were going to look into it and maybe try to figure out what could have caused this, and they were going to remove the fish. Did you get any more information back on that?
Mr. Padilla: I got information that they did go out there and pick up the fish and they were going to test the oxygen levels, but I haven't gotten that report yet. As soon I get that I will email that to you.
Mr. Hohl: Pat or Patrick, have you noticed any additional fish?
Mr. Szozda: We both noticed the dead fish. We didn't know if that was common. I think you will get a certain amount, but it does seem to be a little bit out of the ordinary.
Mr. Hohl: I live on the lake, and I have seen one or two dead fish from time to time, no more than two but like I said, I lost count there were so many.
Mr. Szozda: We drive under those powerlines quite a bit and it is in every lake. It is not isolated to a certain lake. There is dead fish in every lake.
Mr. Hohl: I guess in that particular lake the way the fountain and everything is, the current kind of pushes anything that is floating in the water to that point.
Mr. Szozda: That could be also too.
Mr. Hohl: They could have come from further down. I did notice at least one dead fish on the other side of the walkway underneath the powerlines, so it wasn't just that one lake. Just a concern just in case somebody dumped something in the lake that they shouldn't have and that is what caused it. There was a slick in the sediment along the bank that might have contributed to that. I guess we just need to watch that. Our vendors have an accident they need to let us know so we can take care of it immediately before we harm the environment.
Mr. Szozda: There have been several lakes we have noticed dead fish. There hasn't been a big amount of them, a couple of fish on the lake bank but it does seem a little unusual.
Mr. Hohl: I have never seen anything like that before.
Mr. Morgan: It happens occasionally. We have had several fish kills in Turtle Run. Sometimes it is environmental and sometimes it could be manmade. Several people reported that they saw some fish, a large amount of fish dead.

Mr. Padilla: They were there the next day Friday and I also have seen that in other communities. I also have gotten reports that it has been oxygen in other communities but again, we want to make sure and see what the problem was.
Mr. Hohl: Have we had any issues with the fountains in that particular area? The fountains help to aerate the water as well.
Mr. Morgan: Most people will tell you fountains themselves are very poor to aerate
the lakes. It may help a little bit like 10% or something like that. Some lakes have fish kills that have no fountains at all. That is what we have been told. I am not an expert on that.
Mr. Hohl: Ok, I just wanted to bring that up so the Board would be aware of it. Mr. Morgan: Anything else from you? Chris, do you have anything?
Mr. Kapish: Julio, do you have something that you can bring up on the screen for
me?
 

Mr. Padilla: Yes.
Mr. Kapish: Julio, do you want to read that for us?
Mr. Padilla: This is a tax increase. The Division of Tax Increase, an increase in the
amount of tax the people and companies are obligated to pay in order to avoid high interest rates, substantial tax increases will be needed. They are calling for large spending costs and tax increases.
Mr. Kapish: A couple of weeks ago the Board members were presented with this, I am sure everybody remembers this.
Mr. Morgan: What is this, for the record Chris?
Mr. Kapish: This is the record of the assessments that were made over the period of 2001 to 2022. Then it is all marked up not from staff, GMS's staff, but this was marked up by an individual here on the Board and trying to say that the carryover is a tax increase. The carryover is not a tax increase, it is simply to carryover. The only thing that was increased was the line item. Every City and every County, even the HOA has a carryover because if you didn't, you wouldn't have any money to start the following year because this COD Board doesn't get most of its tax money and correct me if I am wrong Mike till March or April because by the time it gets distributed the bulk of money doesn't come.
Mr. Pawelczyk: They get most of their money in late December, early January.
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Mr. Kapish: But the bottom line is our fiscal year starts in October. We don't get the money right away. This is the actual form coming from the accountant. Quite clearly when you look at it, there hasn't been a tax increase since 2015 and actually, there was a year that the taxes went down and that included a bond that was taken out with no tax increase. I don't know that any city or county or government can actually match that. Just so everybody understands the definition of a tax increase is when somebody is obligated from paying more this year or next year than they were paying this year. Unless somebody wants to disagree with this, I would be happy to make that part of the record to define what a tax increase is since some people don't know what a tax increase is.
Mr. Morgan: So, if somebody was to say that taxes were raised 119% that would be an accurate statement or a false statement?
Mr. Kapish: That would be a false statement. Mr. Morgan: Based on the document you have.
Mr. Kapish: I don't see anything that says that on this.
Mr. Morgan: So, Skip Carney presented this document showing the year 2011 of a 72% tax increase, then he does some fuzzy math down here because I guess he is not an accountant. I don't know what he did for a living in his previous life but when I talked to Jennifer our accountant, she has it as a line item increase of 72% who somebody, and I have the documentation right here does not identify it as a line item, they identify it as a tax increase onto the people of Turtle Run of 119%. Then he uses his fuzzy math because again Skip Carney is not an accountant, and he divides 119% divided by 13 equals a 9% tax increase. If we raise the taxes in Turtle Run 119% the people would have our heads. That is just a pure fact. This document is gobbly gook at best. Confirmed by Jennifer our accountant. I am requesting that staff, I am demanding that staff have Jennifer our accountant at the next Board meeting to explain it to the non-accountants in this room. Mike here is in government service. I know Mike knows a little bit about carryovers. When he analyzes this and goes home maybe he can admit that Skip was wrong about a 119% tax increase. That means our budget would have gone from about $1,600,000 to
$3,200,000 if it was 119% tax increase ballpark. Does this make sense to anybody in the room? Mike, does it make sense to you now or are you going to stick by those figures, or you do want to investigate it a little bit more?

Mr. Hohl: The one thing that jumps out to me is the assessment in the amount of in 2010, $674,477.47 was earmarked for debt service which was the initial bond. At that point, the bond was paid off. Now in other government agencies when you pay off the bond that assessment goes away. You don't keep it going.
Mr. Morgan: Correct. The Board agreed to keep that money for lake bank restoration.
Mr. Hohl: That is the only thing that jumps out to me because then you go all the way to 2018 with zero dollars being earmarked to debt service assessment because there was no bond.
Mr. Morgan: So, you would admit that was a line item? If we had divided that
$600,000 into 20 different line items or however many expenditure line items we have, each one of them might have gone up 10% or 15%. If we put it all into that one-line item that is where Skip is getting that line item was raised 72%. If you would have taken that same amount of money and divided it into every line item we have, each thing would have gone up 10% or 15%. Do you see the fuzzy math here where he has made a mathematical mistake not knowing the rules of accounting where there is a problem? If you take that money in carryover and put it in one line item, that increases that line item by that much money, not the budget. The taxes that we are showing from GMS, this document here, show years of no tax increase with the exception of three years on this form here. Just digest that I think, and we are going to talk about it at the next meeting and Jennifer is going to come and she is going to explain it all to us in detail. We can ask all the questions we want. Taxes have not been raised on the people of Turtle Run 119% divided by 13 years at a 9.2% average as somebody says and they state on this document here 2004, 2016 - 13 years and he does his math here. This is wrong, dead wrong. It is misleading and it is misleading to the people of Turtle Run and that is a fact. Our accountant will explain it at the meeting. I have already had an in-depth conversation with her. She didn't have the advantage to review this document and it is put out to this Board and anybody who was at the last meeting as fact. That is wrong. We are here to present facts, not fuzzy math to the people of Turtle Run. Are you done Chris?	Mr. Kapish: Yes, I am done. Mr. Morgan: Number two, since I am on a roll here, this is my time. I called Zaida's employment because Zaida has been on this Board and appointed six years ago with a

Board vacancy and she told us she couldn't run for re-election because of her job. She has never filed for a seat here. We reappointed her Mike. You weren't here so you wouldn't know the history of this. The Board took it upon themselves to reappoint her. She is a good Board member. I have no problem with Zaida. We wanted to verify those facts and I called. I spoke with her boss. If he told you the whole story, he would have said to you, he said to me, do you not want her to run? I said she has a right to run as far as I am concerned. It is the Federal Government that says she doesn't have a right to run. If you say it is fine, that is it. That was the end of the conversation. I wanted to find out the facts because you know why? Because back in about November or so maybe or October or November, I got it written down, I was paid at my house a visit by Skip Carney. Skip solicited me to remove the Chairman from this Board at my house. I will testify under oath that is what happened. He said he wanted it to be unanimous. Skip told me that you Mike were on board with that, and you Zaida were on board with that. That is what Skip told me and that would be my sworn testimony. Hopefully, you guys can deny that. Then sure enough a month or two later or a few weeks later after that meeting, Mike makes a motion to remove the Chairman from the Board. Zaida backs it. That is exactly what happened, and you know it. Two people can play this game to remove the Chairman and then let's take a little step further since I am on a roll, and I have everybody's attention here. We have two Board members go and solicit people to run for another Board member, which is illegal. You don't like the man; I am not good with that. You are not everybody's cup of tea but to solicit Board members at their house is a violation of the Sunshine Law to get a full agenda to remove the Chairman from the Board and solicit a vote is dead wrong. If we are going to talk about dead wrong things, would you like to say did you talk to Skip about removing Chris from the Chairmanship because if you did, it came up for a vote and that would be a direct violation of the Sunshine Law so watch your words.
Ms. Karnegis: You know what you are bringing up a lot of things and I think you are very emotional because of things that have not been right. I know at the last Board meeting we talked about things, and I know that there are things here that we all could have done better. The part of the job that I brought up is because things like that are what create people from not trying to run for a seat. They are nervous about it. If
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something like that happened to you, you would expect me to ask you something, but you did not. How do you think anybody looks at it? I will tell you how I looked at it with what you did. I looked at it as somebody who was trying to intimidate me so that I can either back out so that your wife could win the election and you all have control of the votes. It is allowed. It is allowed to have your wife here. It is legal. I hope homeowners understand that we are only five of us. That is it. We are five. Three carry on whatever agenda there is. I was not going to run for this at all. I was not going to. I believed from what I was told to me that I could not. I believed that but after seeing everything that is going on and we have to do what is right for the community. This is not about a power issue; this is not about me taking control of Turtle Run and doing what I want to do, it is what we vote what is best for the homeowners. Chris, you have been flipflopped about, you said, and you are right when you said the Board is here to make decisions for what is best for Turtle Run. The last Board meeting you said no, we should have the homeowners here and we should listen to what everyone says in a meeting format, and you had an HOA person in here.
Mr. Kapish: Anybody that wants to come in can come in here. I don't know why
there is such a resistance hearing from people. I am on three Boards. I am on a HOA Board, the Foundation Board and this Board. I talked to a lot of people in 25 years. I know the community very well. I probably talk to more people than you have talked to. I did ask you awhile back to help get that wall behind the school and I asked you if you would at least, there are 12 homes there, if you would go down to those 12 homes and sign the petition so we could work the School Board to get it. You never did that.
Ms. Karnegis: We did it together. You and I went together. Mr. Kapish: That is not true Zaida, I am sorry.
Ms. Karnegis: We went to homeowners houses and knocked on the door.
Mr. Kapish: I never went with you. The reason why I asked you to do it is because I didn't have time to do it. You didn't do it. That is ok.
Ms. Karnegis: We want everyone to feel comfortable, we want homeowners to feel comfortable that they can come out here and if they would like to run for a seat they can. There is nothing wrong with that. What I don't wany anyone to feel is like what I felt on Tuesday with what you did Lance. That is what I felt.

Mr. Morgan and Ms. Kamegis were talking over each other at this time.
Mr. Hohl: This is not the forum.
Mr. Morgan: I am moving on but that is where the lines have been drawn. You guys win and you guys have somebody running against Chris. You threw him from the Chairmanship of the Board, and you know you are as dirty as anybody else sitting here.
The conversation was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Morgan: Let me finish my time here. Did you find out who that was parking in the roundabout the other day?
Mr. Szozda: Yes, it was Solitude. He had sent someone to pick up the dead fish, but it was a new guy. No excuses. Jeff apologized and it won't happen again. He was out there picking up the dead fish.
Mr. Morgan: One other topic and I don't know where we are at on this, but we talked about the city paying for the electric to the streetlights awhile back because we changed over to the new LED lights poles and to see who was paying for the electric with the old culvert lamps.
Mr. Kapish: I am working on that issue. I actually had a meeting with the mayor the other day and I talked to him about a few issues. We are going to be discussing that. I guess if you guys want to kick me off the Board, I guess I won't be here to help do that so.
Ms. Karnegis: Right now we are a Board, and we need to work as one Chris.
Mr. Kapish: I went to your house, and I asked you to serve on the Board. I actually appointed you. I asked you and you were very resistant to doing that.
Ms. Karnegis: Bringing things up I don't know what agenda you have. Because you appointed me does not mean I am a yes vote.
Mr. Kapish: I am not asking for your yes vote.
Ms. Karnegis: You are bringing it up. It doesn't have anything to do with this meeting. This is the COD, and you don't need to bring up that you appointed me. Why are you doing that for? We are a team.
Mr. Kapish: I went around the neighborhood trying to find good people to serve on the Board.
Ms. Karnegis: Thank you.

Mr. Hohl: A while back we appointed Chris too for lack of a better term to be the lead on what we are going to do with the main entrance and the fountains. The last time that we got a report on it, we asked for a report on it, the next day we got the demand letter that was sent to the contractors. Chris, do you have anything more?
Mr. Kapish: There was a 60-day period on that. Mr. Hohl: Ok, so where are we at?
Mr. Kapish: First of all it is in their ballpark. We have a full 60 days for them to report back.
Mr. Hohl: Do you know how much time is left?
Mr. Kapish: I don't know but the attorney will keep track of that.
Mr. Hohl: The only reason I bring that up is I don't want people to think that we are not handling that because that is an issue with the front entrance.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Special counsel is reporting not just to Chris but to Julio as well keeping Julio informed.
Mr. Hohl: So we are exploring our options there the first one being, can we get the contractors to fix the problem, and then at that point, then we will have to make another decision.
Mr. Morgan: Julio, do you have that PowerPoint that I requested? Can you bring up the report, please?
Mr. Padilla: Sure.
Mr. Morgan: I wasn't here at the last meeting. I did receive the email. This is the PowerPoint regarding Mike, the attorney presentation. I just had a couple of questions on it Mike because I wasn't here.
Mr. Pawelczyk: You could have called me before the meeting just so you know, you could have called me at any time on that.
Mr. Morgan: Julio, could you read that, please?
Mr. Padilla: Sunshine Law, Florida's government in Sunshine Law provides the right of access to governmental proceedings at both the State and local levels. In the absence of Mr. Padilla was inaudible at this time except it applies to any gathering of two or more members of the same Board to discuss some matter which will foreseeable come before that Board for action.
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Mr. Morgan: So two Board members get together and they go to a vendor, and they agree on something during two or three meetings, just the two Board members and they talk about to this vendor business they want to do with this vendor outside of the meeting, outside of the public forum, outside of the Sunshine Law and they bring it back in November for the vote on, that is the factual case. As I read this, that would be a violation of the Sunshine Law. Clear and cut as far as I am concerned. Now maybe not everybody is as up on the Sunshine Law as others. We all have different information in life, and we all know different things in life. There is a cure procedure if two members accidentally violate the Sunshine Law.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I mentioned it at the last meeting.
Mr. Morgan: I couldn't hear that part; can you explain the cure procedure to me?
Mr. Pawelczyk: You basically rehash what happened if there was a violation and you redo the whole thing in this meeting, in a public meeting. If there was a violation. Basically, redo what the discussion was in the public meeting.
Mr. Morgan: So you rehash what you did with the vendor?
Mr. Pawelczyk: If there was a Sunshine Law violation you have to look at the violation and see how to bring it back to the Board to cure it so that the discussion takes place at the Board meeting.
Mr. Morgan: For the lack of a better term is there a limitation or statute of limitation or limitation on how long it takes to cure something? Say something happened in November?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't know, I would have to research it. You could cure it at any time I would think.
Mr. Morgan: There are no limitations for it even though it is finished business and the Board had voted on it.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Correct. You can cure the violation.
Mr. Morgan: Ok, so there is a cure mechanism in place. Mr. Pawelczyk: There is.
Mr. Morgan: So if two Board members are in violation of this they should cure that if other Board members know about it and they weren't part of that? Would you recommend that legally?

so
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Mr. Pawelczyk: I am not going to comment on that. If the Board members have discussions with me or with their attorney's then we can discuss it at that time, but I don't know of any violation. I am not going to commit to stuff that is speculation.
Mr. Morgan: We wouldn't report a violation to you so you wouldn't know about it. Nobody suspected of violation of the Sunshine Law would report it to you. You are the CDD's attorney.
Mr. Pawelczyk: That is correct.
Mr. Morgan: You wouldn't know anything about that.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't enforce the Sunshine Laws; I just try to counsel you on it.
Mr. Morgan: If a Board member or Board members are accidentally or mistakenly violating the Sunshine Law, would the COD Board be responsible for legal fees for those Board members?
Mr. Pawelczyk: It could be for their defense yes. It depends on the circumstances especially if they win and they find that they are not to be in violation.
Mr. Morgan: But as this Sunshine Law slide #1 where is says two Board members get together and do whatever they do outside a meeting, that constitutes a meeting two Board members constitute a meeting.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Yes.
Mr. Morgan: If two Board members get together and they do something in concert outside of the meeting, what this slide says is that would be a violation of this slide. I take it since you put that slide up that is the law?
Mr. Pawelczyk: That is the law right there. If two or more Board members discuss any matter that could come before this Board for a vote as I have said on multiple occasions in the last several years, then that could be a violation of the Sunshine Law, yes.
Mr. Morgan: If there is documented evidence where Board members went to a vendor on two different dates.
Mr. Pawelczyk: You should take it up with the proper authority. Mr. Morgan: That is what this says?
Mr. Pawelczyk: Yes. It says what it says. If two Board members talk about a matter that is coming before this Board for a vote or could foreseeably come before this Board
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for a vote, then that could be a violation of the Sunshine Law, yes. All those discussions take place in this meeting at all times.
Mr. Morgan: What is the option of Board members if they honestly made a mistake, and they got overzealous? The options are to cure it?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I am sure the options would be discussed with either me or the Commission on Ethics that they report their violation to.
Mr. Morgan: Ok.
Mr. Pawelczyk: It just depends. I don't know of any violations. I am not aware of anything, and it would depend on that. I am also not their personal attorney, so I am not really the one to advise on that. I represent the Board.
Mr. Morgan: No one is going to report a Sunshine Law violation to you, they would report to the State.
Mr. Pawelczyk: The Commission on Ethics.
Mr. Morgan: I have nothing else. Does anybody in the audience have anything? A resident: I have one more thing. I spoke with Fred Shelton and Julia from Hidden
Lakes, and they were wondering if the COD would incorporate their front entrance for Christmas light decorations like we do around the Estates. They have the wall and a couple of palm trees out in front. They were wondering if they could get blanked in with our COD decorations.
Mr. Morgan: We passed the last budget I guess two meetings ago. We passed an agreement with Christmas Designers for $57,000. Who is our contact over there Julio?
Mr. Padilla: Joe Campbell.
Mr. Morgan: Can you text me his phone number tomorrow? I know Fred Shelton. We have an easement agreement with them already because about ten years ago we put landscaping.
Mr. Kapish: We redid their entranceway.
Mr. Morgan: We did three of them. We got an easement agreement with each community.
Mr. Kapish: Harbor Island. Mr. Morgan: Newport.
Mr. Kapish: We didn't do Newport. We did Hidden Lake.
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Mr. Morgan: Since we already have an easement agreement with them I will get with Joe and see what we can do for them. Joe is a nice guy, and we will go from there.
Mr. Hohl: Where was that located?
Mr. Morgan: Hidden Lake. The community east of the roundabout. Mr. Pawelczyk: That is our landscape.
Mr. Morgan: Yes.
Mr. Pawelczyk: But I think they maintain it, but it is ours. Mr. Morgan: Alright anything else? A motion to adjourn.

THIRTEENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
On MOTION by Mr. Kapish seconded Ms. Karnegis with all in favor, the meeting was adjourned.
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